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ABSTRACT
Objective Infection by HBV is the main risk factor for 
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) worldwide. HBV directly 
drives carcinogenesis through integrations in the human 
genome. This study aimed to precisely characterise HBV 
integrations, in relation with viral and host genomics and 
clinical features.
Design A novel pipeline was set up to perform viral 
capture on tumours and non- tumour liver tissues from 
a French cohort of 177 patients mainly of European and 
African origins. Clonality of each integration event was 
determined with the localisation, orientation and content 
of the integrated sequence. In three selected tumours, 
complex integrations were reconstructed using long- read 
sequencing or Bionano whole genome mapping.
Results Replicating HBV DNA was more frequently 
detected in non- tumour tissues and associated with a 
higher number of non- clonal integrations. In HCC, clonal 
selection of HBV integrations was related to two different 
mechanisms involved in carcinogenesis. First, integration 
of viral enhancer nearby a cancer- driver gene may lead 
to a strong overexpression of oncogenes. Second, we 
identified frequent chromosome rearrangements at HBV 
integration sites leading to cancer- driver genes (TERT, 
TP53, MYC) alterations at distance. Moreover, HBV 
integrations have direct clinical implications as HCC with 
a high number of insertions develop in young patients 
and have a poor prognosis.
Conclusion Deep characterisation of HBV integrations 
in liver tissues highlights new HBV- associated driver 
mechanisms involved in hepatocarcinogenesis. 
HBV integrations have multiple direct oncogenic 
consequences that remain an important challenge for the 
follow- up of HBV- infected patients.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the implementation of vaccination 
programmes and the strong decrease of new infec-
tions among children, the percentage of people 
living with chronic HBV infection worldwide 
remained as high as 3.5% of the global population 
in 2015.1 Moreover, only 9% of infected people 
were diagnosed and only 8% of them were under 
treatment, which makes hepatitis B a major public 
health threat now prioritised by WHO.1 2 The 
burden of HBV infection is closely related to the 

development of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), 
the most frequent primary liver cancer and the 
fourth cause of cancer death worldwide.3 Persistent 
HBV infection is actually responsible for >50% of 
all HCC cases worldwide and up to 85% in some 
areas where the infection is endemic.4 Even patients 
receiving antiviral treatments who have maintained 
viral suppression remain at risk of developing an 
HCC.5–8

HBV- related HCC occurs in the setting of 
cirrhosis and in normal liver,9 underlying that the 
virus has its own oncogenic properties besides the 
induction of chronic inflammation in the liver. HBV 
is a small 3.2 kb DNA virus that can integrate in 
human DNA and promote cell transformation by 
insertional mutagenesis or through expression of 

Significance of this study

What is already known on this subject?
 ► HBV infection is the main risk factor for 
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) worldwide.

 ► HBV is a small DNA virus which can integrate 
in the human genome and thus play a role in 
promoting carcinogenesis.

 ► Studies using next- generation sequencing on 
liver tumours from Asian patients pointed out 
that HBV promotes HCC development through 
insertional mutagenesis.

What are the new findings?
 ► Replicating HBV DNA was more frequently 
detected in non- tumour tissues, and associated 
with a higher number of integrations.

 ► HCC development through HBV insertional 
mutagenesis is linked to the presence of a viral 
enhancer in the integrated sequence in the 
proximity of a cancer- driver gene.

 ► HBV- induced carcinogenesis can also be driven 
by frequent copy number alterations of cancer- 
driver genes associated with distant viral 
integrations.

 ► The number of HBV integrations is an 
independent prognostic factor in HBV- related 
HCC.
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viral oncoproteins such as the protein HBx.10–12 As HBV inte-
grations occur early during infection,13 comparing the inser-
tions occurring in normal hepatocytes and in tumour cells may 
enable to identify new genomic defects associated with tumour 
development.

The development of next- generation sequencing led to a more 
precise characterisation of the role of HBV insertions in HCC 
initiation and development.14–18 Cancer- related genes such as 
TERT, CCNE1 and KMT2B have been identified as recurrently 
targeted by HBV insertions in HCC, with specific functional 
consequences and clinical outcomes.16 19–21 Thus, the presence 
of integrated HBV DNA in hepatocytes has been pointed out as 
a driver of hepatocarcinogenesis through the alteration of the 
expression or function of these genes.12 But up to now, such 
identifications of HBV insertions in HCC have been mainly 
performed in Asian populations where HBV genotypes B and 
C are the most prevalent HBV strains.22 Furthermore, as a 
significant proportion of HBV- related HCC does not contain 
any integration in a known cancer- related gene, two other inde-
pendent mechanisms involving integrated HBV DNA have been 
proposed: induction of chromosomal instability and persistent 
expression of altered HBV genes.23 However, the interactions 
between the three mechanisms mentioned and the precise role 
they might play individually or synergistically in HCC initiation 
and development remain to be fully elucidated.

Therefore, in this work, we developed a reliable pipeline of 
analysis based on viral capture, to characterise HBV integrations 
in a cohort of 177 patients, together with genome rearrange-
ments, clinical features and viral characteristics in tumours and 
their corresponding non- tumour liver tissues. We also investi-
gated the oncogenic consequences of recurrent HBV integrations 
on gene expression and chromosomal instability, involved in 
hepatocarcinogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
(Extended in online supplemental materials and methods 
section).

A series of tissue samples containing 1128 frozen HCC and 1063 
non- tumour counterparts from 1128 patients was assembled (online 
supplemental figure 1). Clinical and serological data were collected 
from each centre (online supplemental table 1). Viral DNA screening 
was performed according to protocols previously described24 with 
specific HBV probes (online supplemental table 2).

HBV viral capture was performed for 177 frozen HCC and 
170 matched non- tumour liver tissues using single- stranded bioti-
nylated probes (SeqCap EZ Designs, Roche NimbleGen, Madison, 
Wisconsin, USA) to target 40 references distributed on the eight main 

HBV genotypes and four human regions (TERT promoter, CCNE1, 
CCNA2 and KMT2B; online supplemental table 3). DNA libraries 
of 1 kb fragments were prepared and multiplexed before following 
the double capture steps with SeqCap- EZ- HyperCap Workflow 
(Roche). Sequencing was performed with Illumina MiSeq instrument 
to produce paired- end reads of 2×250 nucleotides.

Analysis of integration events was performed following a pipe-
line described in a flowchart (online supplemental figure 2). Briefly, 
sequencing data were aligned on HBV and human references (online 
supplemental table 3). HBV copy number per cell was evaluated 
from the mean read coverage of the HBV genome, including inte-
grated and episomal HBV (online supplemental figure 3A). Paired 
and chimeric reads were extracted using htslib package to identify 
HBV/human junction breakpoints and assess clonality of integration 
events. The 8809 integration events were classified in three cate-
gories using the k- means method: (1) ‘clonal integrations’ (>48% 
of cells), (2) ‘unique integrations’ (<3% of cells) and (3) ‘subclonal 
integrations’ (3%–48% of cells) (online supplemental figure 3B). 
For 20 pairs of tumours and non- tumour tissues, integration events 
identified with viral capture and whole genome sequencing (WGS) 
were comparable (online supplemental figure 3C,D). Integra-
tion breakpoints were annotated for replication timing in HepG2 
(ENCODE),25 top 20% highly expressed genes in HBV- positive 
livers, common and rare fragile sites,26 repetitive sequences and CpG 
islands and chromatin structure in adult liver (ROADMAP).27 Inser-
tions were named ‘classic’ if the two breakpoints clustered within 
25 kb in opposite direction, ‘local inversion’ if two breakpoints clus-
tered within 25 kb in the same direction, ‘large rearrangements’ if 
only one breakpoint was identified and ‘cluster of insertions’ if more 
than two breakpoints were identified.

Genomic DNA sequencing of driver genes were performed in 265 
tumours and their adjacent liver tissues with high coverage WGS 
(n=62) or whole exome sequencing (WES, n=203) and re- se-
quenced at TERT promoter with Sanger or MiSeq.

Detection of HBV episomal form was performed with specific 
DNAse/TaqMan- based assay24 in 162 tumours and 155 non- tumour 
liver tissues (online supplemental table 2).

Viral mRNA and specific genes mRNA screening was performed 
by quantitative reverse transcriptase (qRT)- PCR using 10 probe sets 
covering 8 HBV regions from the main HBV genotypes, and probe 
sets to detect HCV, HDV or TERT expression (online supplemental 
table 2).

HBV replicative forms were considered as present in one tissue 
if both HBV episomal DNA and HBV pregenomic RNA (pgRNA) 
forms were identified. When episomal forms were detected in the 
absence of pgRNA, the tissue was considered as containing ‘episomal 
not replicative HBV DNA’.

RNA- sequencing (RNA- seq) and transcriptomic analyses were 
performed in 265 tumours (130 HBV- positive and 135 HBV- 
negative) and 24 HBV- positive non- tumour tissues using Illumina 
TruSeq or Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNA kit on HiSeq2000 
by IntegraGen, Evry, France.19 We used the Bioconductor limma 
package28 to test for differential expression in all expressed genes 
with an in- house adaptation of the gene set enrichment analysis 
(GSEA) method.29 Tumours were classified in G1- G6 transcriptomic 
groups as previously described by qRT- PCR of 190 genes using 
BioMark PCR system.30 31

HBV variants analysis from viral capture was performed according 
to nomenclature previously described.22 32

Cell culture, transfection and dual luciferase assay were performed 
in HuH7 cells purchased from the American Type Culture Collec-
tion as previously described.33

Long- read sequencing were performed in three HBV- positive 
tumours (#1151T, #1597T, #1994T) using the Single Molecule 

Significance of this study

How might it impact on clinical practice in the foreseeable 
future?

 ► A high number of HBV integrations is associated with 
viral replication in non- tumour liver tissues and with poor 
prognosis in tumours, showing the importance of providing 
efficient antiviral therapy early during life to limit the number 
of HBV integrations and fight against direct HBV- related HCC 
development.

 ► This study underlines that HBV- related HCC are promoted by 
distinct mechanisms, highlighting the heterogeneity of these 
tumours and the importance of molecular characterisation to 
identify new specific therapeutic opportunities.
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Real Time technology, PacBio- SMRTcell system (ICGex platform, 
Curie Institute, France) and the Consensus Circular Sequencing algo-
rithm (Pacific Biosciences). Whole genome mapping was performed 
to analyse the same samples by Bionano Genomics, La Jolla, Cali-
fornia, USA.

Statistical analyses were performed with R V.3.6.0 (http://www. 
R-project.org), various statistical tests were applied with respect to 
the type of variable. Survival analysis was performed in patients 
treated for a primary HCC tumour by R0 liver resection as previ-
ously described.34

RESULTS
HBV integrations occur in open chromatin regions and relate 
to viral replication in the liver
We performed HBV viral capture on 177 HCC and 170 non- 
tumour liver tissues from 177 HBV- positive patients to analyse HBV 

integrations in the human genome with a new bioinformatics pipe-
line and identify precisely the structure of insertion events and their 
clonality (see ‘Materials and methods’ section and online supple-
mental table 1). In 84% of non- tumour liver tissues (143 out of 170), 
we identified 6610 HBV integration breakpoints at HBV/human 
junctions corresponding to unique (82%), subclonal (17%) or clonal 
(1%) events, involving similarly all HBV genotypes (figure 1A; online 
supplemental figure 4; online supplemental table 4). In the human 
genome, HBV integration breakpoints were enriched in active and 
open chromatin regions, and they were close to early replicated and 
highly expressed genes. Integrations were also more frequent in 
simple repeats, in particular in telomeric and subtelomeric regions, 
but not in Alu motifs, fragile sites or long/short interspersed nuclear 
elements (LINE/SINE; online supplemental figure 5A). Reconstruc-
tion of a selection of 394 events of subclonal or clonal integrations 
in non- tumour tissues showed that they all contained a large part of 

Figure 1 HBV integrations in non- tumour tissues are associated with viral replication and more frequent in large highly expressed genes. (A) 
Repartition of clonality between all HBV integration events detected in viral capture (n=8809). (B) Coding genes with or without HBV integrations 
according to the gene length and the median gene expression in non- tumour liver tissues. Genes with recurrent clonal or subclonal HBV integrations 
are annotated. (C) Number of HBV integrations identified in non- tumour samples (n=142) according to the presence of episomal HBV DNA and 
replicative HBV DNA (Jonckheere’s trend test). (D) Correlations between HBV copy number/cell in 170 non- tumour liver tissues assessed by viral 
capture and clinical or molecular features. Positivity for hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg), hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg), HBV DNA (by PCR) in the 
patients’ serum and duration of antiviral treatments were obtained from clinical data. Wilcoxon signed- rank, Kruskal- Wallis or Pearson’s correlation 
statistical tests were applied with respect to the type of variable. P values were adjusted for multiple testing using the Benjamini- Hochberg method 
(false discovery rate). AFB1, aflatoxin- B1; BCP, basal core promoter; FPKM, fragments per kilobase of exons per million reads; PC, PreCore; RT, reverse 
transcriptase.
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the whole HBV sequence (median size=2912 nucleotides) and 42% 
of them were bordered by 1- to- 8 nucleotide homology between 
the targeted human sequence and the integrated HBV sequence, 
suggesting the involvement of microhomology- mediated end joining 
(online supplemental figure 5B,C).

In the non- tumour liver tissues, recurrent clonal/subclonal inser-
tions were identified in 20 genes with the following characteris-
tics: highly expressed (7/20, fragments per kilobase of exons per 
million reads >100, p<0.001) or very large genes (11/20, >100 kb, 
p<0.001), such as FN1 (14 cases), CPS1 (4 cases), KCNT2 or 
ADH1B (3 cases), ADH4 or ADH6 or ALB (2 cases, figure 1B). 
Including all insertion events in FN1, 78 HBV breakpoints were 
distributed all over the gene, mainly in introns (72/78) and without 
specific hotspots (online supplemental figure 6A). RNA- seq analysis 
of 26 HBV integrations in the FN1 locus identified two major types 
of fusion transcripts: (1) out- of- frame HBx- FN1 transcripts in the 
same or in the opposite direction (9/26) and (2) in- frame HBs- FN1 
transcripts generated by a cryptic splice site at position 458 in the S 
ORF (11/26; online supplemental figure 6A). Overall, the diversity 
of the fusion transcripts HBs- FN1 starting at different exons of FN1 
and the global lack of overexpression of the genes targeted by HBV 
integrations indicated that most of the clonal/subclonal insertions in 
non- tumour liver tissues did not argue for a functional effect (online 
supplemental figure 6B). Interestingly, clonal insertions suggesting 
a local proliferation of non- neoplastic hepatocytes were observed 
in 11% of the 170 non- tumour samples, all in fibrotic livers (F2- 
F4), with a decreased inflammatory response and decreased nuclear 
factor-κB/tumour necrosis factor signalling, detected by RNA- seq of 
a subset of non- tumour tissues (online supplemental figure 6C).

In 170 analysed non- tumour liver tissues, high HBV copy number 
per cell was significantly associated with female gender, young age, 
African or Asian geographic origin and positivity for hepatitis B 
surface antigen (HBsAg), hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg) and HBV 
DNA in the serum. In contrast, presence of cofactors of chronic liver 
disease such as active HCV or HDV infection, alcohol consumption 
or metabolic syndrome was associated with lower copy number of 
HBV and less HBV integrations. Only 18% of the samples contained 
replicative HBV, they were enriched in genotype A and showed a 
higher number of integrations, underlying that HBV replication 
and integration were linked processes (figure 1C,D; online supple-
mental figure 4). Also, samples with high HBV copy number showed 
frequent mutations of the basal core promoter (BCP; A1762T/
G1764A) or of the RT region: mutations known to favour viral repli-
cation32 (figure 1D).

Complex HBV integrations and viral genome rearrangements 
are frequent in HCC
In 88% of 177 analysed HBV- related HCC, we identified HBV 
integrations in human genome totalising 2199 breakpoints at 
HBV/human junctions, and 31% of them corresponded to clonal 
events (figure 1A; figure 2A). A vast majority (82%) of tumours 
harboured at least one clonal HBV integration, compared with 
only 11% in non- tumour liver tissues (p<0.001, figure 2B). 
Overall, the number of HBV integrations was highly correlated 
with the HBV copy number per cell (figure 2C). However, 
whereas tumours showed a higher HBV copy number per cell, 
they harboured a lower number of HBV breakpoints per sample 
than in their corresponding non- tumour tissues (mean 12 vs 39, 
p<0.001) (figure 2D; online supplemental figure 7). This may 
reflect the high diversity of unique HBV integrations in a large 
number of hepatocytes during the infection, and the decrease 
in diversity induced by clonal expansion of transformed cells. 
In both types of tissues, the most frequent hotspot of HBV 

integration was observed in the C- terminal region of the HBx 
gene around the DR1 sequence (1817–1836) corresponding 
to the ends of the double- strand linear DNA form of HBV 
(figure 2E). In tumours, only a part of the HBV genome was 
detected, corresponding to integrated HBV DNA with frequent 
truncation of the HBx gene (online supplemental figure 8A). In 
addition, HBV genomes in tumours contained a higher number 
of structural variants within the viral sequence (deletions, dupli-
cations, inversions; figure 2F) and only 3% of these structural 
variants in tumours were observed in the adjacent liver tissues 
(17/514). Finally, the localisation and orientation of HBV/
human junctions in the human genome showed frequent chro-
mosome rearrangements in tumours, suggesting a more complex 
integration process or postintegration structural modifications 
than in non- tumour liver tissues (online supplemental figure 8B).

HBV replication was less frequent in tumours (7%) than in 
non- tumours (18%, p<0.001) (figure 2G). In addition, analysis 
of HBV transcripts revealed that even in tumours containing an 
episomal form of the virus, truncated HBx transcripts derived 
from integrated HBV DNA were predominant over complete 
transcripts, suggesting that episomal forms in tumours account 
for only a small proportion of HBV DNA (online supplemental 
figure 8C,D). Moreover, the majority of tumours with clonal 
HBV integrations showed a high mRNA expression level in the 
S region (supplementary figure 8E). Finally, by analysing the 
variant allele frequency of the HBV variants in the viral genome, 
the same major genotype was identified in the tumours and their 
corresponding non- tumour liver tissues in 138 out of 140 cases. 
Surprisingly, we observed a negative selection of HBV variants 
affecting HBeAg production (A1762T and G1764A BCP vari-
ants, G1896A PC variant) and antiviral resistance- associated 
mutations (RT region) in the tumours, suggesting that emergence 
of variants in HBV sequence aimed to improve the virus fitness 
but did not give specific advantage for tumour development 
(online supplemental figure 8F). Overall, these results suggest 
that HBV integrations in non- tumour and tumour liver tissues 
may reflect different viral dynamics and selection processes not 
directly correlated.

Human chromosome rearrangements were recurrently 
delimited by HBV integrations
Among 504 clonal integrations identified from the capture, 
WES or WGS sequencing of 121 HCC, 179 events (36%) 
precisely matched boundaries of chromosome copy number 
alterations (CNA) in the human genome, showing a direct 
relationship between viral insertion events and chromosome 
structural rearrangements (figure 3A). CNA- associated inte-
grations were clonally selected, suggesting that these specific 
alterations are positively selected and constitute cancer driver 
events (figure 3A). Indeed, three major types of CNA bordered 
by HBV integrations were observed in >10 samples: (1) large 
deletions of the chromosome 17p including TP53 (15 tumours) 
and frequently associated with centromeric insertions (8/15), 
(2) focal gains of TERT at 5p (14 tumours) and (3) large gains 
at chromosome 8q including MYC (13 tumours) and related to 
centromeric insertions (4/13) (figure 3B; see examples #1733T 
and #1597T in figure 3C,D).

To investigate how integrations and chromosome alterations 
were associated, we analysed three selected cases with long- read 
sequencing (PacBio) and Bionano mapping to generate genomic 
assemblies and investigate rearrangements at a larger scale. In 
tumour #1151T, we identified two different HBV integrations 
on chromosome 8q that together with a whole duplication of the 
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human genome resulted in a large eight copies amplification of 
57 Mb that included MYC oncogene. We reconstructed the two 
distinct integration events: (1) HBV integration resulted in an 
inter- chromosome t(8q21;17p11) translocation inducing a large 
17p deletion and (2) HBV integration located in the 8q centro-
meric region bordering a duplication- inverted- like event poten-
tially reflecting an isochromosome iso(8q) (online supplemental 
figure 9A). In tumour #1597T (figure 3D), we identified a TERT 
amplification at eight copies associated with multiple structural 

variants including two HBV integrations located within chromo-
some 1q (online supplemental figure 9B).

Surprisingly, even if HCC with integration- associated rear-
rangements had a significantly higher number of both HBV 
integrations and CNA in their genome, these two features were 
not correlated (online supplemental figure 10A), meaning that 
only a subset of the viral integrations were associated with 
chromosome rearrangements, in particular integrations located 
at centromeric or telomeric regions. Interestingly, centromeric 

Figure 2 Tumours and non- tumour tissues have different HBV integration profiles and structures of HBV sequences. (A) Pan- genomic view of 
genomic locations of all HBV integration breakpoints in tumours (up) or non- tumour tissues (down) in 347 HBV- positive samples (non- tumour liver, 
n=170, and tumour samples, n=177). A line corresponds to a 1M- bin region. (B) Proportion of non- tumour tissues and tumours harbouring only 
unique integrations, at least one subclonal integration or at least one clonal integration (χ2 test). (C) Correlation between the HBV copy number per 
cell and the number of HBV integration breakpoints (Pearson’s correlation). (D) Number of HBV integration breakpoints per sample (Wilcoxon signed- 
rank test). (E) Localisation of HBV integration breakpoints along the HBV genome in tumours and non- tumour samples according to the orientation 
of the integrated sequence. (F) Number of structural variants in HBV genome per sample (Wilcoxon signed- rank test). (G) Proportion of non- tumour 
and tumour samples containing replicative HBV DNA, episomal non- replicative HBV DNA or no HBV episomal form (χ2 test). centr, centromeric; SV, 
structural variant; telo, telomeric.
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integrations were enriched in young patients with African origin 
(online supplemental figure 10B); telomeric HBV integrations 
usually occurred directly or in proximity to telomere repeats 
(eg, #4229T and #4268T in online supplemental figure 10C) 
and were enriched in tumours with HBV replication and a high 
number of CNA (online supplemental figure 10A). As shown 
in tumours #1994T using Bionano sequencing, telomeric HBV 
integration can support the translocation of a large chromosome 
region at the extremity of another chromosome (online supple-
mental figure 10D). Overall, 41% of clonal HBV integrations 
identified in tumours were involved in large rearrangements of 
the human genome and 48% of them were associated with CNA. 
Functionally, integration- associated rearrangements frequently 
altered a cancer driver gene, either at distance when associated 
with recurrent TP53 or MYC alterations, either locally with 
TERT alterations.

HBV genomes can integrate in cancer driver genes with cis-
activating consequences
In tumours, HBV integrations followed a different distribution 
along the human genome when compared with non- tumour 

tissues and HBV copy number/cell was associated with the 
number of clonal events (figure 2A; figure 4A). These clonal 
insertions were enriched around cancer driver genes, suggesting 
a strong functional selection of cells containing such events 
(online supplemental figure 11A). However, among the 229 
genes harbouring clonal integrations in their vicinity (±25 kb), 
only three genes were recurrently found in more than two HCC: 
TERT (n=48), CCNE1 (n=4), KMT2B (n=3). Four other genes 
had HBV integrations in two samples: AHRR, NRG1, TRIM16L 
and ST18 (figure 2A; online supplemental table 4).35

All HBV integrations at the TERT locus were located in the 
promoter region or in the 5’ untranslated region (figure 4B; 
online supplemental figure 11B). Most of the promoter integra-
tions were in the same 5’>3’ orientation and contained both viral 
enhancer regions (35 out of 48). Increased mRNA TERT expres-
sion was higher for viral integrations situated closer to the TERT 
ATG (<800 bp) but was independent of the orientation of the 
inserted sequence (figure 4B, online supplemental figure 11C). 
Moreover, HBV insertions induced a higher overexpression 
than promoter mutations at the −124 and −146 hotspots and 
structural variants inducing CNA without viral insertions (online 

Figure 3 HBV integrations induce chromosomal rearrangements and distant driver oncogenic alterations. (A) Proportion of HBV integration 
breakpoints (n=1436) associated with a copy number alteration (CNA) in 121 HBV- positive tumours (χ2 test). (B) Pan- genomic view of the number of 
HBV integration breakpoints according to their association with a CNA, split by chromosome arms. The three genomic regions containing the higher 
number of HBV integrations associated with CNA are annotated. Fisher’s exact tests were performed to compare the number of integrations with 
or without CNA and p- values were adjusted for multiple testing. (C) Translocation- like event in tumour #1733T: HBV integration is associated with a 
focal gain on chr5p and a large deletion on chr17p. (D) Duplication- inverted- like event in tumour #1597T, reconstructed with long- read sequencing: 
HBV integration is associated with a focal amplification including TERT.
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Figure 4 HBV integrations in the TERT promoter induce a strong activation of TERT promoting hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) development. (A) 
HBV copy number/cell in 177 tumours from the capture series according to their number of clonal HBV integration breakpoints (Jonckheere’s trend 
test). (B) Integrated HBV sequences located in the TERT promoter in 48 tumours harbouring clonal HBV integrations at this locus. The position of the 
breakpoints, of the viral enhancer regions and the orientation of the integrated sequences are annotated along the HBV genome. mRNA expression 
(- ddCT) from qRT- PCR data are represented above. (C) The impact of HBV integration in the TERT promoter was evaluated using promoter luciferase 
assays in Huh7 liver cell lines. Constructs of TERT promoter containing different HBV- integrated sequences with or without scrambled enhancer 
regions were compared with the WT promoter and to the TERT promoter with mutations at the −124 or −146 hotspots. Error bars correspond to SD 
of three independent transfections for each plasmid (Student’s t- test). (D) Molecular profile of 121 HBV- positive tumours with alterations in 14 HCC- 
associated genes (HBV integration, SV/CNA or mutation), according to clinical and other molecular features. mRNA expression of TERT, EPCAM and 
MKI67 were obtained from RNA- seq. AFB1, aflatoxin B1; Enh, enhancer; CNA, copy number alteration; SV, structural variant; WT, wild type; ns, not 
significant.
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supplemental figure 11D). Modelling TERT promoter integra-
tion identified in tumour #3885T in luciferase reporter vector 
(online supplemental figure 11E,F), we confirmed that TERT 
activation was caused by the two viral enhancers with enhancer 
1 providing a stronger activation compared with enhancer 2 
(figure 4C). HBV insertions in TERT promoter were exclusive 
from mutations or structural variations of the same region, and 
more frequent in tumours with a higher HBV copy number per 
cell (p<0.001) driven by more HBV clonal insertions (p<0.001) 
and more HBV replication (p=0.01; figure 4D).

We previously described two tumours with HBV insertions 
in CCNE1 or CCNA2 genes as part of a homogenous group of 
HCC (CCN- HCC) characterised by a signature of specific chro-
mosome rearrangements (templated- insertion cycles) induced 
by stress replication.19 We identified three additional HBV 
integrations in the promoter of CCNE1 using viral capture 
and RNA- seq showed a significant overexpression of normal 
CCNE1 transcripts (online supplemental figure 12A,B). Three 
KMT2B integrations were also identified between exons 3–6, 
which increased the mRNA expression and altered the transcript 
structure through alternative splicing or intron retention (online 
supplemental figure 12A,C). Overall, TERT promoter integra-
tions were enriched in non- proliferative tumours (p=0.007; 
figure 4D). In contrast, tumours harbouring HBV integrations 
in CCNE1, CCNA2 or KMT2B were more frequently identified 
in patients without cirrhosis (5/8) with African or Asian origin 
(6/8), belonging to the proliferative class of HCC, and associated 
with G1 (for KMT2B- integrated HCC) or G3 (for CCN- HCC) 
transcriptomic subgroup. Interestingly, CCN- HCC showed 
TERT promoter alterations whereas KMT2B- integrated HCC did 
not show TERT promoter or any other driver genes alterations, 
suggesting different processes of carcinogenesis (figure 4D).

Integrated analysis between clinical features, HBV and human 
genomic alterations
To integrate all the genomic alterations identified in the tumours, 
we analysed a subgroup of 130 HBV- positive HCC compared 
with 135 HBV- negative tumours sequenced in WGS or WES and 
RNA- seq19 34 (see online supplemental table 1 for description 
of the series). Patients with HBV HCC were younger, enriched 
in African or Asian origin, and they showed specific cofactors: 
HDV infection or carcinogen exposure signatures (figure 5A, 
first column). Indeed, the two sporadic mutational signatures 22 
and 24, characteristics of acid aristolochic (AA) and aflatoxin B1 
(AFB1) exposure respectively, were more frequent within HBV- 
positive patients. Transcriptomic and genomic analysis revealed 
an association between HBV infection and G3 transcriptomic 
class, more frequent TP53 mutations and less CTNNB1 muta-
tions in tumours.

In addition, in the series of 177 HBV- positive patients anal-
ysed in capture, 60 had an African origin; they were younger 
with frequent AFB1- mutational signature in HCC characterised 
by a high expression of progenitor markers such as EPCAM 
(figure 5A). No specific viral feature identified in tumours were 
significantly associated with the geographic origin of patients, 
except for the HBV genotype. Among patients with cofactors, 
whereas AFB1 exposure was strongly associated with TP53 
R249S mutation, HBV/HDV- related HCC harboured less HBV- 
associated alterations in TERT promoter or any other driver 
genes. Finally, 10 patients had a negative HBsAg serology, they 
were negative for HBV DNA in the serum but positive in the 
liver; their tumours showed a tendency for low numbers of HBV 
copies per cell and of HBV integrations and these HCC were 

enriched in G1 transcriptomic group. Of note, two of these 
HCCs had a clonal HBV integration in the TERT promoter 
(#4229T and #4265T).

Tumours with a high number of HBV integrations were asso-
ciated with a poor prognosis, independently from other features 
such as tumour size, microvascular invasion, differentiation 
status and transcriptomic groups (figure 5B–5C; online supple-
mental table 5). This association between the high number of 
integrations in tumours and poor survival was independent from 
the other features of HBV infection. Interestingly, these patients 
were significantly younger and with tumours harbouring a high 
proportion of HBV integrations affecting cancer driver genes 
such as TERT (p=0.02) through an insertion in the promoter, 
TP53 (p<0.001) or MYC (p=0.03) through HBV- associated 
CNA (figure 5A).

DISCUSSION
This study presents an integrative analysis of HBV genomes 
in non- tumour and tumour liver tissues of a large cohort of 
patients mainly coming from Europe and Africa. On one hand, 
HBV integrations in non- tumour tissues reflect an active viral 
replication and the expansion of hepatocytes in liver tissues 
with a lower expression of inflammation- associated genes. On 
the other hand, HBV- integrated sequences in tumours high-
light a functional selection of cells harbouring HBV- associated 
structural rearrangements or insertional mutagenesis as driver 
alterations.

Our method of identification of HBV integrations based on 
viral capture coupled with WGS and WES on frozen tissues 
enabled to characterise integrations based on their clonality 
defining precisely the detected events as ‘clonal’, ‘subclonal’ or 
‘unique’ with a quantitative method. In contrast with previous 
studies and in accordance with the clonal cell expansion during 
carcinogenesis with selection of functional genomic alter-
ations, here, more clonal HBV insertions were identified in 
tumours compared with the non- tumour liver tissues.14 15 21 36 
In the same line, we observed an important enrichment of 
HBV integrations in simple repeats, underlying the impor-
tance of precisely filtering insertional events detected in viral 
capture to remove duplicates. Therefore, our study based on 
a highly confident description of HBV integrations provides a 
comprehensive view of the integration process in liver tissues.

In non- tumour liver, we confirmed that integration events 
occur more frequently in regions of the human genome with 
open chromatin,21 37 resulting in part from microhomology- 
mediated end joining.15 38 39 More importantly, viral replica-
tion is related to the number of integrations reflecting either an 
increased number of infected cells, either a multisteps integra-
tion process within a single cell. Both hypotheses are probably 
occurring concurrently in the liver. A recent in vitro study13 
has shown that the integration rate within the first week after 
infection is not altered by replication suppression, suggesting 
that the majority of integration events occurs at primo- infection. 
However, all NGS- based studies, including ours, identified the 
presence of several clonal integrations in some cellular clones. 
Therefore, several HBV integrations must accumulate at a low 
rate in a single cell, promoted by active replication.

The number of HBV integrations may increase over time 
within hepatocytes in normal liver and as in vitro and in vivo 
studies have shown that HBV integrations occur early after 
infection,13 40 41 a majority of events could be considered as 
passenger. Nevertheless, the presence of clonal integrations 
(ie, present in all cells of a given frozen sample) reflects the 
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expansion of hepatocytes and this process appears to be different 
in non- tumour tissues and in tumours. In non- tumour tissues, it 
might be explained by a selective pressure induced by chronic 
inflammation and the emergence of cirrhotic nodules in the liver 
but this process seems to be independent from integrations and 
viral replication as it has already been suggested.42–44 Indeed, in 
our study, clonal integrations in these tissues do not argue for 
functional consequences but are located in regions recurrently 
targeted by integrations (large, highly expressed genes), and are 

not associated with viral replication. Yet, as non- tumour tissues 
harbouring clonal integrations showed a downregulation of 
genes involved in inflammatory response, it suggests that some 
hepatocytes with a selective advantage to escape immune anti-
viral response might undergo active proliferation and obtain a 
protective profile against malignant transformation.

Although the majority of HBV integrations are passenger 
events and do not have any functional consequences, some can be 
driver and promote HCC initiation in cirrhotic or non- cirrhotic 

Figure 5 Integrative analysis reveals that a high number of HBV integrations is associated with poor survival of patients. (A) Mosaic plot: 
association of HBV infection with patient, tumour and viral characteristics in a series of 265 HCC (next- generation sequencing series) and association 
of geographic origin, aflatoxin B1 exposure, HDV infection, hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) negativity or number of HBV integrations with patient, 
tumour and viral characteristics in a series of 177 HBV- positive HCC (capture series). Blue and red circles indicate negative and positive associations, 
respectively. Colour intensities represent different levels of statistical significance. Statistical analysis was performed using χ2 test, Wilcoxon signed- 
rank test or Pearson’s correlation with respect to the type of variable. (B) Kaplan- Meier curves for 5- year overall survival from 119 patients after 
curative R0 resection. (C) Multivariate Cox regression model for overall survival analysis. AA, aristolochic acid. *p<0.05; **p<0.01.
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livers. While integrations had already been associated with CNA 
in previous studies,14 45 46 we identified for the first time recur-
rent structural rearrangements associated with viral insertions 
in HCC. Through integrations often located around centro-
meric or telomeric regions, HBV is involved in large complex 
structural rearrangements frequently inducing gains of chr8q 
(including MYC locus) and chr5p (including TERT locus) and 
losses of chr17p (including TP53 locus). Thus, in tumours 
harbouring integration- associated rearrangements, HBV inte-
grations are associated with alterations of cancer- driver genes 
located at distance. As HBV DNA integration occurs at double- 
strand breaks,23 47 the presence of HBV- integrated sequences 
delimitating CNA may result from opportunistic mechanism. 
However, our data showed no correlation between the numbers 
of HBV integrations and of CNA in tumours; it highlighted the 
role of specific alterations due to integration- associated rear-
rangements in promoting selection of hepatocytes and HCC 
development.

HBV integrations may also drive carcinogenesis by altering 
the closest gene from the viral- integrated sequence through 
insertional mutagenesis. Our study confirmed that the TERT 
promoter is the main HBV integration hotspot in HCC, as one- 
third of HBV- related HCC harboured clonal integration at this 
hotspot. In these tumours, strong activation of TERT was due 
to the presence of the viral enhancers as it had already been 
reported,16 48 at proximity of the ATG start codon and in an 
orientation- independent manner. In addition, HBV integrations 
in CCNA2 or CCNE1 genes have already been investigated in a 
previous study of our group.19 HBV- integrated sequence is either 
altering directly the structure of the protein (for CCNA2) or 
inducing a strong overexpression due to its enhancer sequences 
(for CCNE1). Alterations of one of these two genes induce strong 
proliferation, replicative stress and a signature of rearrangements 
directly promoting the development of a tumour belonging to 
a specific subgroup of HCC developed on non- cirrhotic livers 
(CCN- HCC). Finally, even if further investigations are needed 
to fully understand the functional consequences, tumours with 
HBV integrations in KMT2B are also mainly developing on non- 
cirrhotic liver with a high expression of progenitor markers, 
suggesting another strong direct mechanism induced by HBV- 
integrated sequence.

Overall, this study underlines the complexity of the inter-
play between HBV integrations, HBV replication and chromo-
somal instability in hepatocarcinogenesis, in addition to other 
cofactors. On one side, aflatoxin B1 exposure, mainly present 
in Africa, may initiate directly HBV- related HCC development 
through TP53 R249S mutation.49 On the other side, HDV infec-
tion limits HBV replication50 and viral integrations but accel-
erates chronic inflammation and fibrosis in young patients. 
Importantly, our series showed that the number of HBV integra-
tions in tumours is the only marker within viral features associ-
ated with poor prognostic.

In conclusion, structural rearrangements associated with HBV 
integrations are a mechanism to drive carcinogenesis by altering 
cancer- driver genes at distance, different from cis- activating 
insertional mutagenesis. This underlines the heterogeneity of 
HBV- related HCC and the importance of molecular characteri-
sation to identify new specific therapeutic opportunities.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Patients and tissue samples 

A first series of 1128 hepatocellular carcinoma and 1063 non-tumor counterparts from 1128 

patients was assembled and the study was approved by our institutional review board (IRB) 

committees (CCPRB Paris Saint-Louis, 1997 and 2004; Bordeaux 2010-A00498-31, Ile-de-

France VII: projects C0-15-003 and PP 16–001). Patients were involved as advisers in hospital 

tumor collection boards and the definition of inform consent in IRB. They were not involved 

in the design of this study. Samples were collected in 12 academic hospitals in France (LICA-

FR cohort) and frozen immediately at -80°C after resection or biopsy. DNA was systematically 

extracted, as RNA when the quantity of tissue was sufficient. The majority of tumor samples 

was from primary tumors except for 12 samples collected at relapse. Clinical features and 

serological data were gathered from each center, classified as previously described1, and are 

summarized in supplementary table 1. A flowchart of the study inclusion at each step is 

provided in supplementary figure 1. 

Viral DNA screening 

Genomic DNA were screened to detect the presence of HBV DNA by quantitative RT-PCR 

(qRT-PCR) on Fluidigm 96.96 dynamic arrays using the BioMark Real-Time PCR system with 

TaqMan probe sets designed with Primer3Plus software, as previously described2. In total 

eleven probes were designed to detect specifically five viral regions for all the eight main HBV 

genotypes (supplementary table 2). Results were analyzed using the Fluidigm Real-Time 

PCR Analysis software (V.4.1.3) and reported to HMBS (Hydroxymethylbilane Synthase) as 

reference gene. The quantification was expressed in viral copy number/cell and based on the 

results obtained for a series of HBs and HBx plasmids with known concentration. The values 

obtained were tested for bimodal distribution using normalmixEM function of mixtools 

package in R3. 

HBV viral capture 

Viral capture was performed for a selection of 177 frozen HCC and 170 matched non-tumor 

liver tissues from 177 patients with a known HBV etiology. 13 tumors and 8 non-tumor liver 

tissues from 13 HBV-negative patients were used as negative controls. Single-stranded 

biotinylated probes were designed with Roche NimbleGen (SeqCap EZ Designs, Roche 

NimbleGen Inc., Madison, WI, USA), to target 40 references representing the 8 main HBV 

genotypes and 4 human regions (TERT promoter, CCNE1, CCNA2 and KMT2B). The reference 

of sequences used is shown in supplementary table 3. 

Samples containing 1ug of DNA were used for DNA library preparation. DNA was sheared 

mechanically in fragments with an average length of 1kb, before following the SeqCap EZ 

HyperCap Workflow developed by Roche. We used KAPA Dual-Indexed Adapters for sample 

indexing and we multiplexed library samples by using one capture probe set for 12 to 42 

samples. DNA samples were selected for multiplexing based on the HBV copy number per cell 

measured by qRT-PCR, in order to have similar viral loads between all library samples in one 
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capture pool. A sample not containing HBV DNA was added in each pool as negative control. 

We performed a double capture with two successive hybridization steps to enrich twice for 

DNA targets and increase the specificity of capture, following an adapted protocol developed 

by Roche. Final libraries were quantified with KAPA Library Quantification Kit and controlled 

with a DNA High Sensitivity assay on Caliper LabChip GX. Two final libraries were merged 

to be sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq instrument with paired-end reads of 2 × 250 nt.  

Analysis of integration events and clonality definition 

A flowchart described the overall pipeline used for the analysis of integration events is 

provided in supplementary figure 2. 

Raw capture data obtained after sequencing were post-processed by trimming low-quality 

bases with Trimmomatic4 and removing duplicates. Filtered reads were first aligned on the 

reference used (40 HBV sequences and 4 regions of HG19 genome) using Burrows-Wheeler 

Aligner (V.0.7.15)5. A normalization factor was assessed based on the mean coverage of the 

targeted human regions and was corrected to remove capture biases. The main HBV genotype 

of each sample was determined as the sequence with the higher number of mapped reads. Read 

pairs with at least one read aligned on a HBV sequence were extracted using samtools (V.1.3)6, 

and realigned to a custom reference genome including the HG19 reference and the HBV 

sequence of the main genotype identified for each sample (one single reference was chosen for 

each of the 8 genotypes A-H) (supplementary table 3). For genotype A, the X02763 sequence 

was renumbered to use the EcoR1 restriction site as the +1. To compare HBV breakpoints from 

different genotypes, all the positions in HBV genomes were converted using this numbering. 

HBV copy number per cell was assessed from the ratio (multiplied by 2) of the mean read 

coverage of the HBV genome and the normalization factor, and was compared with the 

measures obtained by qRT-PCR (supplementary figure 3A). HBV copy number per cell 

includes all HBV forms: both integrated HBV sequences and HBV episomal forms. We 

identified the HBV/human chimeric regions with at least one chimeric read supporting the 

junction and one read pair with a read mapping on HBV and its mate mapping on HG19. 

Coverage of reads were computed with bedtools multicov utility7 and the characteristics of 

junction breakpoints (position and sequence) were extracted from hard clipped reads with htslib 

package. Clonality of integration events was assessed from the ratio (multiplied by 2) of the 

coverage of reads at the junction breakpoint and the normalization factor. All viral insertions 

with a clonality greater than 0.03 were validated by visual inspection on IGV (Integrative 

Genomics Viewer). Similar integration events (same position on HG19 and on HBV and same 

sequence) found in two independent samples within one single capture (and with at least a 10-

fold difference in clonality) were considered as contaminations intra-capture and the event with 

the lowest clonality was removed from the analysis. Similar integration events found in the 

non-tumor and tumor tissues of the same patients were inspected specifically and considered 

as contaminations based on the very few number of reads detected in the non-tumor tissues 

compared to the tumors. Integration events located in repeated regions of the human genome 

with the same breakpoint and same orientation in HBV genome were considered as one unique 

event. The 8809 integration events identified were classified in 3 categories using the k-means 

method: (1)“clonal integrations” observed in more than 48% of cells, (2)“unique integrations” 
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observed in less than 3% of cells and (3)”subclonal integrations” with intermediate copy 
numbers (supplementary figure 3B).  

Integration events identified from viral capture were compared with those identified from 

whole genome sequencing (WGS) for 20 tumors and 20 non-tumor liver tissues (7 pairs 

tumor/non-tumor had already been published) (supplementary figure 3C-3D). WGS was 

performed and analyzed as already described8. The bioinformatics analysis of HBV 

integrations was similar for WGS as for capture except for the normalization factor that was 

corresponding to the mean sequencing coverage for WGS (30x for non-tumor tissues and 60x 

or 90x for tumors).  

We annotated the integration breakpoints with the following genomic features: replication 

timing in HepG2 cell line (ENCODE9), highly expressed (top 20%) genes in non-tumor liver 

from HBV-positive patients, common and rare fragile sites10, repetitive sequences and CpG 

islands, and chromatin structure in adult liver (ROADMAP11). Insertions were named “classic” 
if the two breakpoints clustered within 25kb in opposite direction, “local inversion” if two 

breakpoints clustered within 25kb in the same direction, “large rearrangements” if only one 

breakpoint was identified and “cluster of insertions” if more than two breakpoints were 

identified. 

Genomic DNA sequencing of driver genes 

A selection of 265 tumor samples were sequenced with WGS (for 62 tumors with their adjacent 

liver tissues: 43 already published and 19 new cases) or Whole Exome Sequencing (WES, for 

203 tumors with their adjacent liver tissues: 134 already published and 69 new cases. Protocols 

and methods of analysis have previously been described1,8,12. In particular, all tumor samples 

without WGS were re-sequenced to search for TERT promoter mutation with Sanger or MiSeq 

sequencing as previously described13. 

Detection of HBV episomal form 

A specific DNAse/TaqMan-based assay was adapted from protocol by Werle-Lapostolle et al 

to detect HBV episomal form and performed as previously described for AAV2 episomal form 

detection2. All samples from the Capture series with enough DNA material were screened for 

the presence of HBV episomal form: 162 tumors and 155 non-tumor liver tissues from 172 

patients. The HBV probes used are listed in supplementary table 2. The difference between 

HBV Ct values without and with PS-DNase digestion was analyzed to determine the presence 

of episomal form (viral DNA detected before and after digestion) or the absence of episomal 

form (viral DNA detected before but not after digestion). When the results did not enable to 

conclude directly due to close CT values, a second step of digestion was performed. The results 

obtained were only used as qualitative results. 

Viral mRNA and specific genes mRNA screening 

For viral mRNA, ten specific probe sets covering eight regions of the HBV genome were 

designed to detect HBV mRNA from the main eight HBV genotypes; they are listed in 

supplementary table 2. The presence of a complete transcript was defined as the positivity of 

all probes along the transcript. When not all probes were positive until the viral polyA, we 
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considered the transcript as partial or truncated. Probe sets also designed to detect HCV and 

HDV mRNA. For TERT expression analysis, we used human catalogue TaqMan probes 

(Hs00972656_m1). We performed qRT-PCR using BioMark Real-Time PCR system. 

Expression data were normalized with the 2−ΔCt method relative to ribosomal 18S 

(Hs03928990_g1). Five normal tissues were used as reference. 

HBV replicative forms analysis 

We assessed the presence of HBV replicative form in a tissue as the presence of HBV episomal 

forms and the presence of pregenomic RNA (pgRNA). When episomal forms were detected in 

the absence of pgRNA, the tissue was considered as containing “Episomal not replicative HBV 
DNA”. 

RNAseq and transcriptomic analysis 

A selection of 265 tumors (130 HBV-positive and 135 HBV-negative) and 24 HBV-positive 

non-tumor tissues were sequenced using Illumina TruSeq or Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNA 

kit on HiSeq2000 sequencer by IntegraGen, Evry, France14. Among the 24 non-tumor samples, 

we used the Bioconductor limma package15 to test for differential expression, between samples 

harboring a HBV clonal integration and other HBV-positive non-tumor tissues, of all genes 

expressed. We applied a q-value threshold of ≤ 0.05 to define differentially expressed genes. 
We used an in-house adaptation of the GSEA method16 to identify gene sets from the MSigDB 

(v. 6.0) database overrepresented among up- and down-regulated genes. 

In addition, qRT-PCR of 190 genes using BioMark Real-Time PCR system was performed on 

133 HBV-positive tumors sequenced in viral capture, in order to classify them in the G1-G6 

classification as previously described for the LICA-FR cohort17,18. 

HBV variants analysis 

From viral capture, we extracted the number of each base per position of the HBV sequence. 

The positions on all HBV genotypes were modified to use the EcoR1 restriction site as the +1. 

We considered the positions 1762 and 1764 of the Basal Core Promoter region, 1896 of the 

PreCore region and the positions 646, 667, 670, 671, 739, 741, 836 and 877 of the Reverse 

transcriptase (RT) domain of HBV polymerase. For RT mutants, we considered the mutations 

inducing the following amino acids changes: V173L, L180M, A181T, A181V, M204V, 

M204I, N236T and M250V19,20. Only samples with a coverage greater than 20 reads at the 

selected position were used for analysis. A sample was considered as mutated if the number of 

reads harboring the mutation was greater than 20 or represented more than 10% of the total 

coverage. 

Cell culture, transfection and dual luciferase assay 

HuH7 cells were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and cultured 

in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 
100U/mL penicillin/streptomycin. Cells were co-transfected using Lipofectamine 3000 (Life 

Technologies) with a pGL3 plasmid containing the wild-type TERT promoter or promoter with 

the two hotspot mutations, or different HBV sequences (normal or scrambled) controlling a 
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firefly luciferase reporter gene and a plasmid encoding Renilla luciferase (Promega). 

Luminescence from firefly luciferase was normalized on the corresponding Renilla luciferase 

activity as previously described21. A fold change was then calculated relative to the values 

obtained for the construct containing the wild-type TERT promoter. 

Long-read sequencing 

Three HBV-positive tumors (#1151T, #1597T, #1994T) were selected to perform long-read 

sequencing using the technology SMRT (single molecule real time technology) with a PacBio-

SMRTcell system (ICGex NGS platform, Curie Institute, Paris, France). Samples were selected 

based on the results of Fragment Analyzer to have an average length of DNA fragments of 

10kb. Libraries were prepared based on the PacBio template Prep kit protocol. For analysis, 

error-prone raw subreads were firstly merged to obtain unique polymerase reads with the 

Consensus Circular Sequencing (CCS2) algorithm (Pacific Biosciences). The consensus reads 

obtained were aligned using minimap2 aligner (V.2.16)22 on a custom reference genome 

including the HG19 reference and the HBV sequence of the main genotype previously 

identified for each sample. 

Bionano whole-genome mapping 

The three tumors analyzed with long-read sequencing (#1151T, #1597T, #1994T) were 

selected with their corresponding non-tumor liver tissues to perform whole-genome mapping 

using Bionano technology (Bionano Genomics, La Jolla, California, USA). 30mg of tissue 

were used to extract long molecules of DNA, labeled with Bionano reagents by incorporation 

of fluorophores at a specific sequence motif along the genome. The labeled genomic DNA was 

linearized in the SaphyrChip using NanoChannel arrays and single molecules were imaged and 

digitized. As molecules are uniquely identifiable by distinct distribution of sequence motif 

labels, they were then assembled by pairwise alignment into de novo genome maps. Genome-

wide Structural Variant (SV) calling was performed in tumor samples by aligning these maps 

and molecules to a reference genome, and SV calls are annotated using the corresponding non-

tumor tissue from the same patient. 

Statistical analysis 

For statistical analysis, we used R version 3.6.0 (R Development Core Team, R: A language 

and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 

(http://www.R-project.org). Wilcoxon, Fisher, Chi-square or Pearson’s correlation statistical 

tests were applied with respect to the type of variable. Survival analysis was performed in 

patients treated for a primary HCC tumor by R0 liver resection as previously described12. We 

assessed overall survival defined by the interval between surgery and death. Survival curves 

were represented using the Kaplan-Meier method compared with the Log Rank test. 

Multivariate analysis was performed using Cox model. A p value <0.05 was considered as 

statistically significant. 
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Paired HCC and adjacent liver tissues (n=1128)

Screening for the presence of HBV DNA (qPCR)

High     
positive

n = 187
128/137
(93%)

Low positive
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n = 163
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Negative or 
low positive 
(≤ 2 probes)

n=778
4/221
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n = 2191 (1063N + 1128T) n = 755 (367N + 388T)

Low positivity High positivityNegative

n =190

n = 265

Capture series
(Viral Capture)

NGS series
(WGS/WES + RNASeq)

Supplementary figure 1 | Flow-chart of the study. Frozen paired HCC and adjacent liver tissues from 1128 patients were
screened to detect the presence of HBV DNA by quantitative PCR with Taqman probes targeting 5 regions of the viral genome.
Positive values were defined as low positive or high positive based on a bimodal distribution. Patients were then classified into
3 groups by considering for one patient the highest value between the corresponding two paired samples (tumor and adjacent
liver tissue): high positive (at least 1 positive probe with a high positive value), low positive (at least 3 positive probes with low
positive values), negative or low positive (0, 1 or 2 probes with low positive values). The positivity for AgHBs in patients’
serum is indicated in red when available (See patient’s characteristics in Supplementary Table 1). HCC, hepatocellular
carcinoma; N, non-tumor; T, tumor; NGS, next-generation sequencing; WGS, whole-genome sequencing; WES, whole-exome
sequencing; RNASeq; RNA sequencing.
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Trimming of low-quality bases + removing duplicates

Post-Processing

Coverage of human genes: normalization factor per sample
Coverage of HBV references: main HBV genotype per sample

Alignment on Reference for Capture

Extraction HBV reads + mates
Alignment on HBV+HG19

Identification of HBV/HG19 junctions with chimeric reads:
INTEGRATION EVENTS

- Coverage at breakpoints: copy number per cell (clonality)
- Coordinates in HG19 (closest gene)

- Coordinates in HBV genome
- First bases and orientation of integrated HBV sequences

Filtering and annotation

Coverage on HBV genome: 
total HBV copy number per cell

Supplementary figure 2 | Flow-chart of the HBV integrations analysis pipeline. The different steps are described in
Supplementary Materials and Methods, with the references of the tools used. The list of the 8809 integration events obtained
after filtering is detailed in Supplementary table 4.
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Supplementary figure 3 | Definition of clonality from viral capture. (A) Correlation between the values of HBV copy
number per cell obtained from qPCR and viral capture in 347 samples from the Capture series of 190 patients (non-tumor liver,
n=170, and tumor samples, n=177). The HBV status is annotated based on clinical data. The two techniques show a good
correlation (Pearson correlation). (B) Definition of clonality with all 2199 integration events detected in tumors based on the k-
means method. (C) Correlation between the values of copy number per cell for integration events obtained from WGS and
from viral capture in 40 samples (non-tumor liver, n=20, and tumor samples, n=20). The two techniques show a good
correlation (Pearson correlation). (D) Distribution of integration events detected in viral capture in 40 samples sequenced in
WGS, based on their copy number per cell.
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Supplementary figure 5 | Characterization of localization and sequences of HBV integrations in non-tumor samples. (A)
Density of HBV integration breakpoints in a specific region compared to the complementary region. Regions were defined by
chromatin state, genomic features and repeated motifs. (B) Size distribution of integrated sequences in simple subclonal or
clonal integrations (n=394) identified in non-tumor tissues from the Capture series. (C) Homology analysis at HBV integration
breakpoints between human genomic sequences and HBV integrated sequences, according to the clonality of the events.
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Supplementary figure 6 | Subclonal/clonal expansion in non-tumor tissues. (A) Breakpoints of HBV integrations in human
genome at the FN1 locus (left) and in HBV genome (right). Coordinates of breakpoints of HBV integrations in genomic DNA
were identified from viral capture (up) and in transcripts from RNA-Seq (down). (B) mRNA expression for the 3 genes with
integrations in more than two samples: FN1, CPS1 and ADH1B, for 24 HBV-positive and 29 HBV-negative non-tumor liver
samples. No RNAseq data was available for samples with integrations in KCTN2. (C) Gene-set enrichment analysis from RNA-
Seq data, to compare HBV-positive non-tumor samples with a clonal HBV integration (n=5) or without (n=19). Two gene sets
are shown to be downregulated in the first group: one gene set containing 190 genes defining inflammatory response (left) and
one gene set containing 195 genes regulated by NF-κB in response to TNF (right).
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Supplementary figure 7 | Comparison of non-tumor and tumor samples. HBV copy number per cell (left) and number of
HBV integration breakpoints (right) of paired tumor and non-tumor tissues of 170 HBV-positive patients from the Capture
series (paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
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Supplementary figure 8 | Differences in HBV integrated sequences between non-tumor tissues and tumors. (A) HBV
integrated sequences from 136 clonal events in tumors harboring a HBV/HG breakpoint around the 3’ extremity of HBx (1750-
1850) and with a 3’>5’ orientation. Each line represents a different clonal integration and the breakpoints between viral and
human genomes are represented with red dots. The last 30 amino acids of HBx protein are annotated below the graph. (B)
Distribution of breakpoints in non-tumor and tumor tissues according to the structure of the clonal/subclonal integration (see
Materials and Methods for definitions) (Chi-square test). (C) Mean HBV coverage from RNA-Seq of non-tumor samples
(n=22) and tumors (n=73) according to the presence of replicative HBV DNA. (D) Number of samples positive for HBV
mRNA according to the localization of the HBV probes. RNA are annotated as complete if a sample is positive for all probes
until the polyA region on the HBV genome. (E) HBV mRNA expression (-ddCT) in the S region of HBV genome in tumors
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (F) Proportion of non-tumor and tumor samples with HBV variants at different positions of the
HBV genome. Variant Allele Frequency was determined in paired HCC and adjacent non-tumor tissue for 57 to 98 patients
according to the position coverage on the HBV genome. VAF, Variant Allele Frequency; BCP, Basal Core Promoter; PC,
PreCore; RT, Reverse-Transcriptase; ns, not significant.
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Supplementary figure 9 | Complex rearrangements involving integrations reconstructed with long-read and Bionano
sequencing. (A) Reconstruction with long-read sequencing of two clonal integration events in tumor #1151T located in chr8q
and inducing copy number alterations. Profiles of copy number (total in red, minor allele in blue) and LogR ratio are
represented. Event 1 is a translocation-like event between chr8q and chr17p. Event 2 is a duplication-inverted-like event in the
centromere of chr8. (B) Reconstruction with Bionano whole-genome sequencing of a complex rearrangement in tumor #1597T.
The rearrangement is composed of two translocations between chr5p and chr1q, and two HBV clonal integrations inducing an
amplification of TERT.
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Supplementary figure 10 | HBV insertions in centromeric/telomeric regions. (A) Correlation plots between the presence of
integration-associated rearrangements, viral features and the number of genomic CNA. All associations are positive and color
intensities represent different levels of statistical significance. Statistical analysis was performed using the chi-square test,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test or Pearson correlation with respect to the type of variable. P values were adjusted for multiple
testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg method (false discovery rate). (B) Proportion of HCC according to the patients’
geographic origin harboring HBV integrations in centromeric or telomeric regions (Fisher test). (C) Reconstruction of HBV
clonal integration events involving telomeric regions in tumors #4229T and #4268T. Views from Integrative Genomics Viewer
are shown to visualize telomeric sequences (green square). (D) Reconstruction with Bionano whole-genome sequencing of a
translocation in tumor #1994T between chr12q and the telomeric region of chrXq. The logR Ration in chr12q is shown to see
the CNA at HBV integration breakpoint. CNA, Copy Number Alteration; ns, not significant.
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Supplementary figure 11 | HBV insertional mutagenesis: TERT activation. (A) Enrichment of HBV integration breakpoints
in tumors around 72 HCC-associated genes (+/- 25kb). The HCC-associated genes were selected as previously described45. (B)
Localization of HBV clonal integration breakpoints in the human genome in the promoter of the TERT gene. Red dots indicate
the positions of classic mutations of the promoter (-124 and -146 from ATG) (C) mRNA expression (-ddCT from RT-qPCR) of
TERT in HCC harboring a clonal HBV integration in the TERT promoter (n=48) and in the adjacent non-tumor liver samples
(n=31) (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (D) mRNA expression (log10(1+FPKM) from RNA-Seq data) of TERT in HCC harboring
different alterations of the TERT promoter in the NGS Series (n=265) (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (E) Localization of HBV
clonal integration breakpoints in the promoter of the TERT gene for tumor #3885T. Red dots indicate the positions of mutations
of the promoter (-124 and -146 from ATG). (F) Representation of plasmids constructs of TERT promoter (wild type, harboring
-124 or -146 promoter mutations, harboring the HBV insertion identified in tumor #3885T wild type or containing
scrambled/reversed Enhancer sequences). SV, Structural Variant; CNA, Copy Number Alteration; Enh, Enhancer.
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Supplementary figure 12 | HBV insertional mutagenesis: CCNE1 and KMT2B. (A) Localization of HBV clonal integration
breakpoints in the human genome at the loci of CCNE1 gene (left) and KMT2B gene (right). HBV integration in tumor #1994T
have been previously described21. (B) Consequences of HBV integrations on CCNE1 mRNA in 3 tumors. IGV-Sashimi plots
show RNA-seq alignments (left) and sorted mRNA expression (FPKM) from RNA-Seq data of the NGS series (n=265) is
represented (right). (C) Consequences of HBV integrations on KMT2B mRNA in 3 tumors. IGV-Sashimi plots show RNA-seq
alignments (left) and sorted mRNA expression (FPKM) from RNA-Seq data of the NGS series (n=265) is represented (right).
For IGV-Sashimi plots, alignments in exons are represented as read density, and alignments to splice junctions are shown as an
arc connecting a pair of exons, where arc width is proportional to the number of reads aligning to the junction. The canonical
transcripts for the genes are shown below. Black arrows indicate the position of HBV integration breakpoints. FPKM,
fragments per kilobase of exons per million reads.
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